
Historical Curious MapThe agile rabbit book of historical and curious mapsVan Roojen, Pepin By By
Pepin Press The selection is of great diversity in appearance and meaning; there are comparative
overviews of the length of rivers and the height of mountains nautical charts medieval city plans and
maps from pre historical times. Also included are images of how Europeans perceived the world to
look like many centuries ago highly detailed birds eye maps from Japan and archaic captivating
charts made by Native Americans and Australian Aboriginals: 978-9057680519 Really neat book of
odd maps and diagrams from various historical sources. Comes with a CD that you can download
images and print for personal use. 978-9057680519

Belle illustrazioni anche se prive di didascalie: 978-9057680519 Fell to pieces when I opened it if the
book's this bad then what would the C. I was tired of MapQuest and Google maps and wanted
something I could hold in my hands as I trekked through history. My adventurous run through the
Mongolian Empire prior to the 18th century was made easier by this book. Not to mention the star
maps I used as I blasted my way through the Milky Way to see what was on the other side (just
space.

Imagine that!): The best bit about this book of charts is that the paper is slick and thick: So if the
spit of a camel drips on it as you're trying to cross a desert (stupid things always spitting!) it easily
wipes off and the map is still easy to read, As GPS and Google require batteries this book only
requires your hands, 978-9057680519 Comme tous les autre livres de la collection il est parfait
contient de belles images de cartes de toutes sortes: 978-9057680519 Très bel ouvrage à
recommander aux curieux livre en parfait état avec cd rom inclu des cartes en version numérisées
HD: Bref un achat qu'on ne regrette pas pour tout amateur de curiosité ou géographe passionné.
978-9057680519 The Agile Rabbit Book of Historical and Curious Maps contains a collection of
amazing and beautifully made maps that have been chosen for their visual impact and rarity:
Further there are a number of very extraordinary maps with a double meaning. Historical Curious
MapThe agile rabbit book of historical and curious mapsVan Roojen Pepin.
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Enjoyed looking through the many maps. Good source for producing mix media art. Perfetto per
grafici e illustratori grazie anche al cd rom. Un libro interessante per gli storici e i curiosi.D do to my
computer?All in the bin. 978-9057680519 I am sure glad I bought this book.All adventurers and
explorers should have this book


